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UNIVERSEH is an alliance of five European universities established to develop a new way of col-

laboration in the field of Space, within the “European Universities” initiative.  

The alliance aims to create new higher education interactive experiences for the university commu-

nity, teachers and students, and for the benefit of society as a whole. Such initiatives will enable 

broadminded, informed and conscientious European citizens to capture and create new knowledge 

and become smart actors of European innovation, valorisation and societal dissemination within the 

Space sector, from science, engineering, liberal arts to culture.  
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I. MOPLAT section on UNIVERSEH website 

In order to provide coherent information corresponding to all partnering universities and re-

spective mobility information, the project’s mobility platform “MOPLAT” was successfully set 

up. The landing page of the section allows the User to follow the journey and start planning 

his/her adventure implementing a dual nature of audience targeting, as can be seen in slide 

1 below. 

 

 

Slide 1. Landing page MOPLAT. 

MOPLAT section 

The User can select 

which audience s/he 
identifies with and 

then receives further 
information clicking 
either of the two but-

tons. 

https://universeh.eu/mobility-moplat/
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III. Sections suited to the audience 

As outlined in D2.5, MOPLAT is designed for students, researchers and staff. Accordingly, 

these define the targeted audiences to which information is provided, as can be seen in slide 

2 and 3 below. Regarding the infrastructure of the MOPLAT section, the underlying web de-

sign concept follows the same structural principles of a scroll-down presenting first the head-

line of the section, followed by the different university profiles allowing to choose the user 

where to start his/her mission. Finally, the integrated interactive map presents the alliances’ 

locations and allows the user to geo-locate UNIVERSEH him/herself whilst simultaneously 

displaying the entire alliance at once. 
 

 

 

Slide 2. Student section. 
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Slide 3. Staff & Researchers section.  

 

 

Slide 4. University profile. 1 
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Once the user has decided on which university s/he would like to receive further information 

by clicking on the university logo, s/he is redirected to the profile of the selected university, as 

can be seen in slide 4. The same mechanism applies for both student and staff & researchers 

subpages of the MOPLAT section. Additionally, within each university profile, the user can 

select with which step of the future mobility adventure to start. A click on one of the three 
orange icons automatically redirects to the related information. 

A global and harmonized offer in terms of support services shall be accessible for future stu-

dents, staff and researchers participating in UNIVERSEH. As this endeavour is a moving tar-

get, this also means that the information provided so far might be subject to web-edit changes 

and developments in other working packages of the project. Regular updating of the infor-

mation provided on the MOPLAT section of the UNIVERSEH allows the user to stay informed 

and updated. A future version of MOPLAT may include central parts translated in different 

languages, however as the current website is set up in English and the common language of 
the alliance is English, MOPLAT currently does not offer other language options. 


